Thank you for inquiring about Cleveland Sight Center’s presentation topic offerings. The first four presentations listed below are intended for groups with a minimum of 10 people who have vision loss, family member/caregivers and for educating the public. You may request any one, but only one of these four presentation topics within a 12 month period at no cost. There is a fee for an additional presentation or more within the 12 month period. There is a fee for the fifth presentation, Blindness Basics training and is generally for facility staff, emergency responders, medical students and people working with the general public.

**Presentation Topics Offered Within Our Nine County Service Area:**

(Ashtabula, Cuyahoga, Geauga, Lake, Lorain, Medina, Portage, Stark and Summit Counties)

1. **Tips Talk** - The proper use of lighting, contrast, tactile/audible landmarks, magnification, teaching you how to teach other people how to help you and much more. Just as important, we want to answer your non-medical questions about vision loss and how you might live better using your current vision.

2. **The Aging Eye** – Making you aware of the major eye diseases and the impact they can have on your life, what makes you more at risk and how you can minimize the it.

3. **What’s New with Assistive Technology** - What’s the newest assistive technology devices, apps and developing technologies from around the world and how it can help people who have vision loss or blind while taking into consideration their other abilities to use any assistive device

4. **Vision Health - Bad Habits, Blue Light and Why Nutrition has Two Eyes** – From the inside out, tips for taking care of the vision you have now. A healthier tomorrow starts today!

5. **Blindness Basics 2.0** – What to do when you meet a person with vision loss or who is blind – Learning what’s helpful, appropriate and life impacting when interacting with people who have vision loss or who are blind

**Fee Schedule:**

Presentations 1-4: One presentation within a 12 month period at no cost. Request for an additional presentation or more within 12 months, the fee is $100.00 for each presentation with up to 25 attendees, $150.00 each for up to 40 attendees.

Presentation 5: Blindness Basics training is fee based at $100.00 for up to 25 attendees, $150.00 for up to 40 attendees.